Thousands of Microsoft Azure developers and IT Pros worldwide, including many Microsoft Azure MVPs, use Cerebrata to boost their Microsoft Azure productivity.
Services Supported

Gain full-stack operations capability for all your Storage Accounts

The most comprehensive and secure features to create, list, update & delete resources like blobs, files, queues & tables.

- Query Manager
- Queue Monitor
- Table Transfer
- Storage Analytics
- Powerful Uploads/Downloads

Integrated management and monitoring capabilities for Azure Service Bus

Strengthen your Azure Service Bus management and get powerful features followed by actionable insights to troubleshoot messaging issues.

- Live monitoring
- Bulk Message Purging
- Resubmit Messages
- Namespace Management

Manage your Cosmos DB accounts in multiple ways

Equipped with extensive features to manage your Cosmos DB accounts with Azure AD & Access Keys. Cerebrata offers a vast toolkit to manage data in accounts targeting SQL API, Gremlin API & Table API.
A suite of powerful Redis Cache management features

Cerebrata provides features that can help teams work efficiently to provide better support for Redis Cache. You can connect your Azure Redis Cache instances and any other Redis Server, including the one running locally.

- Server Monitoring
- Slow Logs Monitoring
- Cache Console

Hand-picked functionalities to achieve critical tasks in Event Grids

Manage your Event Grids at ease by performing significant tasks like Event Processing and evaluating publish performances.

- Manage Event Grid Topic tags and keys
- Resubmit/delete the dead-letter events

Run and manage your Classic Cloud Services

Free up your team to focus on core activities with powerful functionalities to perform cloud Service deployments, List Roles, Role Instance and Certificates.

- Cloud Service Deployments
- Manage Roles and Role Instances
- Access Cloud Service Certificates
Manage all the metrics you need to run an Azure Subscription efficiently

Connect to your Azure Subscription accounts using your work/personal Microsoft account. Also, manage these accounts and the resources inside them.

- Multiple Connection Options
- Integrated Azure Portal
- Multi-Region Support

Testimonials

It is not just about our platform; It is about our people. See what our customers say about us,

Managing over 40 applications and over 125 Storage Accounts in Azure was daunting and time-consuming until I found Cerebrata's app. It's like power toys for serious Azure Developers and is at the top of my Must-Have tools list

– Darin MacRae, Chief Architect of Cloud

Essential tool to give mind safe management experience for Azure. If you are using Azure CosmosDB or Search, this is the only tool to allow you to manage them like a boss.

– Youngjae Kim, Microsoft Azure MVP.Computing